4.b.

ART ACTIVITY:
Illustration in Science - How do Scientists
and Artists Interpret Fossils?

TIME NEEDED: 3 hours (2 sessions: reading and drawing
the iguanodon in session 1, shadow puppet making in session 2)
AGE: Year 5/6
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Knowledge: Dinosaurs, geology, biology, Victorian history
Skills: Teamwork, drawing, cutting, performing a puppet

MATERIALS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The sheets below – pp2-8. One for each child / pair.
Black card A4 – 1-2 pieces per child
A4 white paper – 3 sheets each
Laminator + A4 pouches, 1-2 per child
Scissors
Pencils
Rubbers
A single hole puncher
Split pins
Sticks (green garden canes/ flower sticks are good), 1 per child / puppet
Strong very sticky transparent tape like this scotch tape (Sellotape is not strong enough for the
puppet handles)
Wire 1.8mm and wire cutters
A strong lamp and a plain white wall – best if you can black out the room for the performance.

WEB RESEARCH:
•
•
•

Gideon Mantell
Crystal Palace Dinosaurs
Iguanodon Interpretations through the ages

FOLLOW UP
Discuss: From looking at the images and reading the story of the Discovery of the Iguanodon, how did scientists and artists
work from fossils to create an image of the creature? What aspects of the creature did they focus on?

READING MATERIALS FOR CHILDREN
The Discovery of the Iguanodon changed how scientists imagined ancient life to be. Using different
techniques, we will explore how scientific thought and ideas changed over time.
The Importance of Art in Science
In the absence of photography, scientists relied on the drawing skills of artists. Benjamin Waterhouse-Hawkins,
who created the Crystal Palace Dinosaurs, was one of the best known anatomical illustrators at the time.

Hawkins’ workshop at Crystal Palace,
showing the making of the iguanodon,
c. 1850.
Click for link

IGUANODON DISCOVERIES AND SCIENTIFIC INTERPRETATIONS THROUGH THE AGES

1. Iguanodon Tooth, Whiteman’s Green, Cuckfield, Sussex, 1822
Gideon Mantell was a Doctor based
in Sussex, who became obsessed with
geology - the study of the earth and its
rocks. He and his wife discovered a large
tooth near Whiteman’s Green, Cuckfield,
Sussex. He saw that the tooth resembled
the teeth of the living iguana, except
that they were twenty times larger. He
concluded that he had found the teeth
of a giant lizard, which he named
Iguanodon, or “Iguana-tooth.” He
speculated that if the teeth bore the
same relative proportions in the living
and fossil animals, then the iguanodon
must have been more than eighteen
metres long. The teeth are flat and
ridged. What does this tell us about
the animal they belonged to?

2. Bensted’s Quarry, Maidstone, 1834
Mantell acquired this fossil from WH Bensted, the owner of a quarry
on Queen’s Road, Maidstone. He recognised the same herbivore teeth
as belonging to the Whiteman’s Green iguanodon, and made the first
skeletal drawings of the dinosaur (bottom right). Due to the fossil’s
incompleteness he placed the horn on the nose.

The Country of the Iguanodon, by

John Martin, 1837, book illustration.

3. Crystal Palace Park, 1853
By 1849, a few years before his death in 1852, Mantell understood that iguanodon was a lighter animal with
shorter fore-arms. However, at the time the first dinosaur theme park in the world was being built in Crystal
Palace, London. Due to Mantell’s illness it was Sir Richard Owen, and not Mantell, who advised on the
anatomy of the iguanodon sculptures, so artist Benjamin Waterhouse-Hawkins created the iguanodon as a
heavier, thick skinned quadruped, more like a rhinoceros:

do n as it sta nd s tod ay .
Th e Cr yst al Pa lac e Ig ua no
Click for link

In 1853 a famous New Year’s Eve party
was held inside the concrete mould of
this iguanodon. Click for link

In 1859 Samuel Griswold Goodrich
illustrated the iguanodon, it was a direct
copy of the Crystal Palace dinosaur, above.
Click for link

4. Bernissart, Belgium, 1878
In 1878 a mass grave containing a herd of at least 38 iguanodon was discovered in a coalmine. Louis Dollo
re-constructed them using a series of adjustable ropes attached to scaffolding so that a lifelike pose could be
achieved. Mantell was proved right; the iguanodon was more of an upright animal with shorter fore-arms, like
a wallaby. Dollo found that the spike that Mantell had put on the nose as a horn was actually a thumb spike.
What do you think this was used for? Dollo also introduced a wallaby-like bend in the tail, which was incorrect.

Note the introduction of photography.
What impact do you think this had
on science? Click for link

Click for link

Wallaby
Click for link

Illustration by Alice B. Woodward, 1896
Based on some of Dollo’s reconstructions that the British
Museum acquired in 1895, Woodward’s drawing is one
of the first to correctly show the iguanodon standing on
two legs and not four, with thumb spikes instead of a
nose horn. It was later discovered that the thumbs were
probably used for defence or for foraging for food.
Click for link.

Another similar 19th Century interpretation
of the upright Iguanodon.
Click for link.

Artist: Zdenek Burian, 1963.
This shows us that interpretations of
iguanodon did not change much long into
the 20th Century. This one looks like a
model for a film set.
Click for link.

5. Isle of Wight, 1976
This large iguanodon, Pink Iggy, was found in 1976 by Steve Hutt on the Isle of Wight. The bones are pink
due to the minerals in the rocks. Evidence from footprints of the hind feet on the Isle of Wight shows that
iguanodon were large, measuring up to 13 metres long. They walked on their hind legs for much of the time,
but could walk on 4 legs for extra support if needed, their spines were almost horizontal and tails held out
behind them for balance. They were therefore less upright than Dollo’s creatures.
It is now known there were many iguanodon, with many different species or variations. It lived from the
Middle Jurassic to the Late Cretaceous age, from around 170 million years ago to 66 mya.

Click for link

Click for link

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
Shadow Puppets – 2 hours
Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photocopies of the above iguanodon pictures (the pictures can be found at the
links provided, or they can draw them from this worksheet)
Black card A4 – 1-2 pieces per child
A4 white paper – 3 sheets each
Laminator + A4 pouches, 1-2 per child
Scissors
Pencils
Rubbers
A single hole puncher
Split pins
Sticks (green garden canes/ flower sticks are good), 1 per child / puppet
Strong very sticky transparent tape like this scotch tape (Sellotape is not strong enough for
the puppet handles)
Wire 1.8mm and wire cutters
A strong lamp and a plain white wall – best if you can black out the room for the performance.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TEACHERS:
Divide the class into groups of 5 or 6. Each group receives the reading sheets above.
There are 8 whole iguanodon. Each chooses one to do and cuts the image out.
•
•
•

•

•
•

Explain that they are going to show scientists’ interpretations of iguanodon over the years,
through each group creating a series of iguanodon silhouettes.
Each child chooses one iguanodon to do. The profile ones are easier.
Using the image, they work out how the creature looked as a profile silhouette. (Some images are
harder to work out the profile than others.) They should have some plain paper to practice this.
Then they draw the profile onto their black card.
Make sure they consider the creature’s stance, its tail, thumb spike / nose horn. They should draw the
outline, no interior details apart from eyes and teeth. Heads can be exaggerated. Avoid small fiddly
parts that are hard to cut out.
For moving head / neck / tail / leg, the children must draw two separate, shapes that will overlap and
move easily on top of each other (as below). Keep to the main body and one moving part per puppet.
Cut out 1 or 2 separate parts. (The below shows a dinosaur which will have a nodding head).

1. These will then be laminated separately. Sellotape each part
on to the sheet or they will move together in the laminator:

2. Cut out all parts again, leaving a thin
laminated border around everything.

3. Punch holes. (Contrary to the photo,
there is no need to punch them earlier).

4. Put together with a split pin.
Fold the ends of the pin inwards
on the back so they don’t catch.

5. An operating rod must go on the back of each part. Bend the wire and stick on with transparent tape
(Sellotape is not strong enough for this, use the suggested scotch tape or something stronger).

The Performance
Have each group come up and perform their
‘Evolving Iguanodon Series’, one puppet at
a time, from the earliest rendition (Mantell’s
iguanodon) to the modern-day version, then
try them all on the screen together.
Tip: To get a smooth transition from blurred
to sharp image have the children practice
moving their puppets towards and away from
the light bulb. Don’t let them stand between
the bulb and the screen!
You can also construct a shadow screen from a clothes rail and a sheet (above), with an
angle poise light behind. You can sit the screen on a table.

Emerald Ant CIC engages school children in curriculum subjects using art and giant spectacle www.emeraldant.com/schools

